A Level (Year 11-12) French Transition Work for summer 2021
Bonjour! We hope that your exams went well and that you will now enjoy a well-earned summer holiday. The
MFL Department are really pleased you have chosen to study French and we are looking forward to
working with you in September. We will be following the Edexcel A level course and have TWO transitional
tasks that you should do for your Transition days. The tasks will ensure that you keep up your GCSE
grammar over the summer and introduce you to the new cultural element of the course. All we ask is that
you complete the two tasks to a satisfactory standard: we will cover all these aspects in depth in year
12. Please have a quick look at Study Skills below as the main difference between GCSE and AS is that is
not just WHAT you know, but HOW you do it! Good luck and we will see you in September with your
summer tasks. The MFL Team.
How to be successful in French at A Level:
Be organised, manage your workload and keep on top of it using a planner.
Take detailed notes in chronological order divided in 6 sections: Grammar, Topics (2
themes), Assessments, Film and Book.
Use your A4 books to write and re-draft essays.
Record and keep to deadlines, communicate with your teachers.
Have plenty of files, plastic wallets, a hole punch, post-it notes, highlighters, paper.
Also keep your homework handy at the front of your files to hand in quickly.
Be prepared to work hard – learn vocab with genders, spellings, accents etc. Learn
grammar thoroughly and keep re-visiting.
Use bedroom walls and mind maps as revision notes.
Be resilient and persevere, learn from mistakes. Learning a language is like building a
house brick by brick. Have a checklist of your own “mistakes not to make” and use it.
Keep lists of linguistic aspects such as false friends, cognates, idioms, opinion phrases
etc
Be pro-active, take the initiative, be an independent learner.
Make an effort in lessons to participate and contribute – this will help develop
communication skills and build confidence
Try to build sentences for yourself – you will get better at this quite quickly as you
acquire more knowledge of grammar, vocab and ideas.
Avoid using Google Translate at all. Word Reference is much better but only use to
check words and not to translate whole sentences. See the phrase below – can you
work out what the student was trying to say?
You may have complex ideas in English – remember the French can say things
differently or have different idioms, so always think – what do I mean in English and
how would they say it in French? (they say j’ai 10 ans – I have 10 years for I am 10
years old for example)
You can do a lot with a little in languages and you’ll be surprised how much you know
but didn’t know you knew!

C’est une
ouvertu
oeil
re !

TASK TWO - CULTURE
As part of the new AS course, we will be studying a French film :“les Choristes” (“The Chorus” in
English).
• You should over the summer watch this film at least once.
• We have a copy in the department which you could watch before the summer in school.
• You may wish to purchase your own DVD copy of the film from Amazon for about £5.
• Before you watch the film, it would be useful to have some background research on
Wikipedia :
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Chorus_(2004_film) Here is
a quick summary of the plot to get you going :

•

In 1949 Clement Mathieu (Jugnot), a washed-out music teacher and composer, gets a lastchance job as a teaching assistant in a boarding school for orphans and troubled kids. The
place is directed by a headmaster who believes in strong discipline and harsh punishment.
Mathieu starts a choir among the fractious student body, drawing in -- among others -- a
very unhappy and rebellious blond kid named Pierre Morhange (Maunier), recently enrolled
by his single mother, who has an incredible singing voice. Although the plot is very familiar,
this 2004 French movie is still very moving, and was the top draw at the box office in France
the year it was released.

•

You should also download the attached 4 documents which will provide you with key information about
the French AS course as well as some useful French phrases and vocabulary relating to the film.
These documents originate from the Exam board itself (please note ignore the “Draft” word on them)
and are an invaluable starting point to studying a film – you will be able to add to these lists as you go
along next year.

•

Use the 4th document to make notes in English about the film’s story, the main characters and how
they develop, the film methods used (use of light/ music), the setting, the main themes, your opinion
about the film and anything else of interest.

French Transition PLC – Personal Learning Checklist
Please tick the boxes next to each objective BEFORE you start the transition work
and AFTER you have completed the work. This will help identify strengths and
weaknesses as well as demonstrate progress made by undertaking the transition
work.
I can:

Grammar 1 : use the present tense of regular
verbs (er/ir/re verbs) and common irregular verbs
(eg avoir, faire, aller)
Grammar 2 : use the past tense of avoir and être
verbs
(regular and common irregular verbs)
Grammar 3 : use the near future tense (je vais
aller) and the proper future tense of regular and
irregular verbs (j’irai)
Culture 1 : summarise the plot of the film “les
Choristes”
Culture 2 : use the internet to research the film

Culture 3 : identify the main characters, their
characteristics and how they develop
Culture 4 : understand specific terms to talk about
a film in
English (protagonist, genre, symbolism, rhetorical
devices)
Culture 5 : use a few words in French to talk
about films

BEFORE

AFTER

(TICK /
X)

(Tick /
X)

4th Attachment: A Level MFL NAME OF FILM :
Context of the film – when / where was it set?

Main themes:

Film Methods
(use of music, action, dialogue, lighting, etc)

Outline of the story:

Main character and other characters – how
do they develop?

Your opinion / reaction about the film –
how did you feel at the end ?

Anything else of interest – eg the success of the film, the importance of this film in French cinema,
did it win awards?

French AS level Student Guide
Is this the right subject for me?
If you enjoy meeting and talking to people from other countries, finding out about their
cultures and learning how language works, then studying AS level French is an excellent
choice for you!

Why should I study a language?
Learning languages encourages you to:
• Meet people from different countries and find out more about them
• Learn many skills which are useful in a wide range of careers, such as the ability to
communicate clearly, be confident about speaking in public, use problem solving strategies
and write coherently
Develop critical thinking, creativity and independence
• Add an international dimension to your choice of AS level subjects, which is something many
employers and higher education providers want
• Have greater opportunities to work and/or study abroad, or work for companies in the UK
with international links
• Discuss interests, ideas and opinions with other people who speak the language
• Learn more about countries where the language is spoken, and the people who speak it
• Read books and watch films in their original language
• Spend time abroad (e.g. at university or on a work placement).

What do I need to know, or be able to do, before taking this
course?
If you already have knowledge of a variety of topics, and can express your opinions, you are
ready to build on this at AS level, though you can also start from scratch. You will learn about
different aspects of French culture, literature or film, and be able to use more complex
grammar and more vocabulary. This enables you to really develop an understanding of the
language, the countries where it is spoken and the people who speak it.

What can I do after I’ve completed the course?
People with language skills and knowledge usually have an advantage over people without
them. They stand out as talented and successful people, with broad and exciting horizons.
Success at AS level French means you will:
• Add an extra international dimension to your personal skills profile which will impress people
who read your CV
• Be in a stronger position to get a job in companies with international links

• Be able to work or study in a French-speaking country in later life
• Progress to study A level French to further your knowledge of the language and culture
• Find it easier to learn other languages later if you want to
• Add a useful skill if your main subjects are not languages: languages support careers in a
range of areas including management, business, science and tourism.

What will I learn?
AS level French helps you explore a wide range of topics, which will add to your understanding
of the language and country. Topics include work, education and evolving society in France,
and music, the media and festivals in French-speaking countries. The book or film you study

may link to the topics, giving you further insight into French culture. You will also learn new
grammar and vocabulary and you will be able to translate into and out of French. You will

develop your critical thinking, creativity and independence and also develop skills to be able to
learn other languages.

How will I be assessed?
You will take three exams which make up the total available. Paper 1 is 40% of the
total marks; Paper 2 is 30% and Paper 3 is 30%. You will be given a certificate with
a grade between E and A with A being the highest.

Paper 1

Paper 2

Paper 3

Listening, reading and
translation

Written response to
works, grammar and
translation
In this paper you will write
about a book or a film that
you have studied
throughout the year. There
will also be a translation of
a passage from English
into French.

Speaking

In the listening section of
this paper, you will answer
multiple choice and
comprehension questions
in French on a variety of
recordings. In the reading
section, you will also
answer multiple choice
and comprehension
questions in French, based
on a variety of written
passages. You will also
translate a passage from
French into English.

Before this exam you will
have 15 minutes to read
two short texts on the
topic of Evolving French
Society. You will then
discuss the texts with
your examiner, who is
usually your teacher.
You’ll also discuss an
aspect of political and/or
artistic culture in a
French-speaking country.
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Example questions
An example of a multiple choice question
Tous les 21 juin, la Fête de la musique, grande manifestation populaire et gratuite ouverte à
tous les participants amateurs et professionnels, envahit les rues et les places de nos villes et
de nos villages, mêlant pendant une nuit tous les genres musicaux et s’adressant à tous les
publics.

Next steps
Talk to your teacher about taking AS level French.

5
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Visit the Edexcel website (www.edexcel.com/alevel2016) for more information about what
you will be studying and how you will be assessed.
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Important:
This draft qualification has not yet been accredited by Ofqual. The draft specification is
published to enable teachers to have early sight of our proposed approach for AS level
French. Further changes may be required and no assurance can be given at this time
that the proposed qualification will be made available in its current form, or that it will be
accredited in time for first teaching in 2016 and first award in 2018.
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French Writing – AS and A level
The following document is a draft version of writing support available for the new
Edexcel A level French specification. It is based on the draft specification submitted to
Ofqual in July 2015 and is subject to change. A final version will be made available
following accreditation. Please note: these words and phrases are provided for ideas
only and are not prescriptive.

expliquer
traiter de, discuter, parler de
le cadre
l’apogée / le point culminant
l’ironie irony ironique
ironic
le
symbol symbolique symbolic l’humour
amusant, spirituel/plein d’esprit
amusant / drôle

to explain
treat, discuss, deal with
the setting
the climax
symbole
humour
funny, witty
funny

étrange, drôle, bizarre
strange, funny, odd
mystérieux, étrange, troublant
uncanny
déprimant
depressing
triste
sad
mélancolique
melancholy
tragique tragic romantique
romantic une tragédie
tragedy une comédie
comedy
une tragicomédie
tragicomedy
le théâtre
drama une satire
satire
une biographie
biography
la tension, le suspense
tension, suspense
personnifier, représenter
to personify, to represent
la personnification, la représentation
personification, representation
s’exprimer
to express (oneself)
questionner quelque chose
to question something la première
premiere,
first performance of a play or
film
être central (à...)
to be central
un flash-back
flashback
un monologue intérieur
an inner monologue
faire un monologue
to hold a monologue interpréter
to
interpret publier
to publish
le roman, publié en (1912)
the novel, published in (1912) une allusion
allusion
l’antithèse, l’opposé
antithesis, opposite la métaphore
metaphor
le thème récurrent
recurring theme
l’aliénation
alienation
Useful phrases
les personnages secondaires ont une
the minor characters influence …,
influence sur ..., parce que…
because…
les personnages secondaires ont une the minor characters influence the influence sur le
développement (du héros) development (of the hero), because… parce que…
à travers la personnification (de la
through the personification (of guilt) in culpabilité)
sous la forme de …, on
the figure of …, … is questioned and questionne et on
examine ... de plus près. examined more closely.
la caractérisation des protagonistes est
the characterisation of the protagonists is réaliste
et convaincante.
realistic and convincing.
la relation entre le protagoniste et les
the relationship between the protagonist
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personnages secondaires symbolise la
relation entre …

and the minor characters symbolises the
relationship between…

Vocabulary useful for literature
le texte text l’histoire story
novel
la nouvelle
la pièce de théâtre
un acte (d’une pièce de théâtre)
une partie
un chapitre
5

le

roman
novella
play
act (of a play)
part
chapter
material is not copyright free.

un paragraphe
paragraph
une ligne
line
un écrivain / une écrivaine
writer un auteur
author un lecteur / une lectrice
reader
la scène
stage
venir sur (la) scène
to come on stage
le modernisme
modernism
l’expressionnisme
expressionism
le postmodernisme
the postmodern period
le narrateur à la première personne first person narrator le narrateur
(omnicient)
(omniscient) narrator au cours de l’histoire…
in the
course of the story... vers la fin…
towards the end...
Ce que veut dire l’auteur (ici), c’est que... by that, the author wants to say that... À
partir de ça, nous pouvons conclure from that, we can conclude that... que...
l’action se déroule en / à (époque, lieu)
the action takes place in (time, place)
(en) faire un sujet de discussion
to make a subject of discussion
une description
description
le monologue intérieur
stream of consciousness
Useful phrases
la pièce (de théâtre) peut facilement être
the play can easily be seen as
a considérée comme étant une tragicomédie tragicomedy, because… parce
que … / On peut dire que la pièce est une tragicomédie parce que...
l’auteur utilise des paragraphes courts
the author uses short paragraphs to
pour créer une tension.
create tension.
l’atmosphère est déprimante jusqu’au
the setting is depressing until the main
moment où les personnages principaux
characters come on stage entrent sur
scène.
l’auteur thématise ...
the author thematises …
une interprétation différente/alternative
an alternative interpretation of the work is
de l’œuvre est possible.
possible.
l’œuvre consiste entièrement d’un
the whole work consists of the monologue
intérieur qui symbolise
protagonist’s stream of consciousness, l’isolation du
protagoniste/du personnage. which symbolises the isolation of the protagonist.
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Vocabulary useful for films
le réalisateur / la réalisatrice director le producteur /
la productrice producer
le scénariste / la scénariste
scriptwriter le cadreur/ la cadreuse
camera man /woman le costumier / la costumière
costume designer
le compositeur / la compositrice
composer
l’acteur / l’actrice
actor la réalisation direction (e.g. of films)
le scénario, le script
screenplay, script
le script script filmer to film
filmer/tourner un film
to shoot a film
l’éclairage
lighting
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la production, la mise en scène
production, staging
lieu de tournage
location
sous la direction de
under the direction of scripté
scripted,
written as a script
répéter une scène
to rehearse a scene
le montage/ monter un film
editing/cutting
un plan
shot
un plan d’ensemble
long shot
un plan en pied full shot un gros plan
close up
l’éclairage est naturel / artificiel
the lighting is natural / artificial l’éclairage crée
une atmosphère ...
the … light creates a … atmosphere
une vue de dessus, une vue bird’s eye view, view from above d’ensemble/aérienne
la contre-plongée / une vue de dessous
worm’s eye view (literally frog’s eye view),
view from below
le cadrage
framing
la composition photographique /
image composition composition
d’image
le mouvement de caméra, panoramique
camera movement, panning
le travelling
camera tracking
les couleurs fortes / primaires/ pastel
strong / primary / pastel colours
dominent l’image, ce qui
dominate, which signifies / symbolises, signifie/symbolise ...
that…
le montage
editing la structure:
structure:
1. Le début = la situation initiale
1. Beginning = starting situation
2. la crise / le conflit. 2. Crisis / conflict
3. la résolution / surmonter la crise/le
3. Resolution / overcoming the crisis
conflit.
or conflict
La plupart des long-métrages suivent
Most feature films follow… (this classical ...(cette
structure narrative classique) narrative structure)

Useful phrases

4

la mise en scène de cette tragédie a un
effet profond sur le public.

the staging of this tragedy has a great
effect on the audience.

l’éclairage de ce film symbolise la vie
intérieure des personnages principaux.

the lighting in this film symbolises the
inner life of the main characters.

ce film traite de la vie moderne.

this film deals with modern life.
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Additional vocabulary
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How to analyse a text or a film
When candidates study a text or film, they could explore the following elements,
making possible connections between them and finding enough evidence in the text or
film to justify and develop their views on them.

Characters
●

Protagonist: leading character.

●

Antagonist: character, group of characters, or institution that represents the opposition
against which the protagonist or protagonists must contend.

●

Focal: character that has a decisive role, but does not have to be the protagonist.

●

Minor character: character that is not essential to the story.

●

Static and dynamic characters: Dynamic characters are the ones who change over the
course of the story, while static characters remain the same throughout.

●

Purpose, actions and goals of the characters.

●

Characterisation: ways in which character is portrayed including physical appearance
and personality.

Key themes/issues
●

Why was it written / made?

●

What was the purpose of it?

●

Is there a moral in the story?

Social and cultural settings
●

Historical: historical period or periods that are portrayed in the story, as well as the
moment in history when the text or film was made and its impact on it.

●

Cultural: elements of the society that are present in the text or film, either in an implicit
or explicit way.

●

Geographical: place or places where the story takes place.

●

Time: flash back, flash forward or ellipsis.

●

Author’s biographical information: this can have an effect on the story.

Styles/techniques used
●

Linguistic elements: auto biography, description, narration, dialogue and monologue.

●

Rhetorical devices: alliteration, allusion, amplification, analogy, antiphrasis, antithesis,
epithet, hyperbole, metaphor, onomatopoeia, oxymoron, personification, parallelism,
simile, understatement, among others.

●

Time: circular, cyclical, lineal or anachronistic.

●

Plot: foreshadowing, suspense, conflict, exposition, rising action, crisis and resolution.

●

Symbolism: use of symbols to represent an idea, a feeling or another key element.

●

Point of view: narrator, 1st person, 2nd person, 3rd person (objective) or omniscient.

Styles/techniques in a text

Styles/techniques in a film

●

Genre: drama, romance, satire, tragedy,
comedy, tragicomedy, fiction and
nonfiction.

●

Choice of language: verbs and tenses,
adjectives and nouns.

●

Syntax: structure of the text, types of

●

sentences and punctuation.
Imagery: use of elements to create a
mental picture using visual and other
senses.

●

Genre: action, adventure, comedy, crime
& gangster, documentary, drama, epics,
historical, horror, musicals, dance,
science fiction, war and westerns.

●

Visual elements: images, shapes, lines,
colours, use of the camera, light, shot
transitions.

●

Audio elements: words, sound effects,
silences, music and accents.

